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SUMMARY OF PROPOSAUS 

PEACE ANO SECUR/TY 

We propos*: 

1. improved United Nations capabilities for anticipating 
and preventing conflicts, in particular the 
establishment of a global emergency system; 

2. the elaboration of a global lsw enforoement 
arrangement, in line with the United Nations Charter, 
focussing on the role of sanctions and on military 
enforcement measures; 

3. organizational and financial mensures to strengthen the 
United Nations capabilities for peace-keeping and 
peace-making operationsi 

4. Regional Conference* on Security and Cooperation to be 
triad in regions almo outside Europa; 

5. that the monitoring of world arme trade, particularly 
by the United Nations, be strengthened with the purpose 
of eventually agreeing on global norme, regulating and 
limiting trade in arme; 

6. a pledge by governments in the industrialized countries 
to allocate a specific part of the pesca dividend for 
international cooperation; 

7. a commitment by governments in the South to 
substantially reduce their armad force', with the 
purpose of creating a pitan dividend to be investid in 
human development. 

PEVELDPIWT 

W. propoee: 

8. that the world community sets the goal to eradicate 
poverty within the coming 25 yearel 

9. that the following targets for the year 2000 be 
imphaeized and that countries' nohievements be 
monítored clomely: 
- primary education for sil children, 
- equal participation of boye and girls in echoole, 
- reduction pf child mortality by at least orle thirdi 
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10. a strengthening of the multilateral framework of 
trade-related agriamente, reduoing proteotionism on ahl 
fronta l  and expanding opportunities for developing 
countries' participation in world trade; 

11. a strengthened debt strategy that radically cuto the 
debt overhang: 
- by termo and conditions in Paris club reeohedulings 
that go for beyond today's in providing relief and 
applying to a broader ranga of countries, 
- by commeroial debt reechedulings that batear 
oorrespond to the secondary market value of that debt, 
- by increased financing on appropriate terma by the 
international financial institutions; 

12. that all developed nations set public time-targets to 
provide one per cent of GNP for international 
development cooperat ion. 

ANVIRONMUT 

We propase: 

13, that feee are instituted on the emission of pollutants 
affecting the global environment, in particular oarbon 
dioxide emissions from the burning of fossile fuel*: 

14. an international energy dialogue promoting a more 
efficient use of the world's energy resources, and, in 
particular, the use of alternative and renewable energy 
sources, e.g solar energy; 

15. that the United Nations be encouraged to take up 
environmental issuee at the Security Council level; 

16. that nations resolve to maks the 1992 United Nations 
Conference on Environment and Development a 
breakthrough for achieving sustainable development. 

Ws propase: 

17, that national and cultural loadores mcbilize the 
political commitment and tha technical means for making 
a breakthrough in limiting population growth. 
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DEM0913A9 AN2 WAN RIGHTs 

We propose: 

18. the strengthening of the United Nations role in 
monitoring hoy countries live up te their commitmente 
te conventione and deolarations concerning huna:1 rights 
and democraoy; 

19. the atrengthening of indepandent international 
inetitutione that offer te, monitor on requent 
countries' obeervance of demooratic rules and 
principies, in particular at time of elections. 

°L°11/41 92YEBPAlli 

We proposet 

20. that the United Nations takee on a broadenad mandate at 
the Security Council level, following the wider 
understanding of security which has developed, and that 
its composition and the use of the veto be reviewed: 

21. that the Secretary-Cneral be given a stronger position 
and the means te exerciee authority, and that the 
method of appointment of the Secretary-General and of 
higher-level staff te be reviewed: 

22. that the financing aystem of the United Nations be 
reviewed, and that countries who do not adhere te the 
financial rUles be deprived of the right to vote; 

23. that the activitiss of the United Nations in the 
economio and social field@ be etrengthened and 
rationalised: 

24. that the International Monatary Fund, the World Bank 
and the GATT be better mordinated, among thameelves 
and with the United Nations system, with the aim of a 
clearer divieion of labour, better harmony and full 
univereality in their work: 

25 	that a Wor1d Summit on Global Governance be cailed, 
similar te the meeting& in San Francisco and at 
Bretton Woode in the 1940'01 

26. as a matter of priority, the establishment of en 
independent International Commisoion on Global 
Governance. 
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